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How to use this book
Welcome to Essential Skills for GCSE Chemistry. This book covers the major UK exam boards for Science: AQA, 
Edexcel (including Edexcel International GCSE), OCR 21st Century and Gateway, WJEC/Eduqas and CCEA. 
Where exam board requirements differ, these specifics are flagged. This book is designed to help you go beyond 
the subject-specific knowledge and develop the underlying essential skills needed to do well in GCSE Science. 
These skills include Maths, Literacy, and Working Scientifically, which now have an increased focus in recent 
years. 

l The Maths chapter covers the five key areas required by the government, with different Chemistry-specific 
contexts. In your Chemistry exams, questions testing Maths skills make up 20% of the marks available.

l The Literacy chapter will help you learn how to answer extended response questions. You will be expected to 
answer at least one of these per paper, depending on your specification and they are usually worth six marks.

l The chapter on Working Scientifically covers the four key areas that are required in all GCSE sciences.

l The Revision chapter explains how to improve the efficiency of your revision using retrieval practice 
techniques.

l Finally, the Exam Tips chapter explains ways of improving your performance in the actual exam.

To help you practise your skills, there is an exam-style paper at the end of the book, with another available 
online at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/EssentialSkillsChemistry.  While they are not designed to be accurate 
representations of any particular specification or exam paper, they are made up of exam-style questions 
and will require you to put your maths, literacy and practical skills into action. 

Key Features
In addition to Key term and Tip boxes throughout the book, there are several other features designed to 
help you develop your skills.

A Worked example
These boxes contain questions where the 
working required to reach the answer has been 
shown.

A

 Guided questions
These guide you in the right direction, so you can 
work towards solving the question yourself.

B

 Practice questions
These exam-style questions will test your  
understanding of the subject.

C

 Expert commentary
These sample extended responses are provided with 
expert commentary, a mark and an explanation of 
why it was awarded.

A

 Peer assessment
These activities ask you to use a mark scheme to 
assess the sample answer and justify your score.

B

 Improve the answer
These activities ask you to rewrite a sample answer 
to improve it and gain full marks.

C

H Flags like this one 
will inform you 
of any specific 
exam board 
requirements.

Answers to all questions can be found at the back of the book. These are  
fully worked solutions with step-by-step calculations included. Answers  
for the second online exam-style paper can also be found online at  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/EssentialSkillsChemistry.
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Significant figures
In some calculations you may get a long decimal answer on your calculator 
display. In these instances, it is important to round the answer correctly using 
significant figures. Significant figures are the digits of a number that are used 
to express it to a given degree of accuracy.

The first significant figure of a number is the first digit that is not a zero.

The rules for significant figures are:

l Non-zero digits are always significant. 
l Zeros at the start of a number (leading zeros) are never significant.
l Zeros between two non-zero digits are significant.
l When a number has no decimal point but ends in several zeros, these zeros may 

or may not be significant. The number of significant figures should then be stated.

▲  Figure 1.6 A very long decimal answer on a calculator can be rounded to significant figures

The rules are best illustrated with some examples:

l 34.23 has 4 significant figures – always count non-zero digits.
l 6000 has no decimal point and ends in several zeros so it is difficult to say if 

the zeros are significant. With zeros at the end of a number, the number of 
significant figures should be stated.

l 2000.0 has a decimal place, hence it has 5 significant figures.
l 0.036 has 2 significant figures as the leading zeros are not significant.
l 3.0212 has 5 significant figures.

In some calculations, you should round the answer to a certain number of 
significant figures.

The rules for rounding are:

l If the next number is 5 or more, round up.
l If the next number is 4 or less, do not round up.

 Worked example
1  Calculate the value of 7.799 g − 6.250 g. Give your answer to 3 significant figures.

7.799 − 6.250 = 1.549 g

The final answer is 1.55 g (to 3 s.f.) because the digit 9 is greater than 5.

A

Key term
Significant figures: 
Approximations to a 
number, determined by a 
set of mathematical rules.

Tip
All non-zero digits are 
significant. Zeros are 
not significant apart 
from the last digit after 
the decimal point, or 
if the zero is between 
two significant 
numbers.
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 Guided question
1 Write the number 3 478 906 to 3 significant figures.

 Step 1 Underline the first three figures.

  3478906

 Step 2 Write down the first two figures.

  34

 Step 3 Look at the number after the one you have underlined and apply the rounding rules.

 

 Step 4 Write zero for all the remaining digits.

 

B

 Practice questions
2 What is the number of significant figures in each of the following numbers?

a 13.43
b 0.002 904
c 2300.0

d 1.604
e 0.094

3 Write the following numbers to the stated number of significant figures.

a 35 561.22 to 4 significant figures
b 5.278 to 3 significant figures
c 423 to 1 significant figure

d 442.45 to 4 significant figures
e 0.000 045 193 to 2 significant 

figures.

4 In an experiment the theoretical yield to prepare some copper(II) sulfate 
crystals was 2.85 g.

CuO + H2SO4 → CuSO4 + H2O

 Only 2.53 g of copper(II) sulfate was obtained. 

 Calculate the percentage yield of copper(II) sulfate in this experiment and 
give your answer to 2 significant figures.

5 In an experiment 95.0 cm3 of oxygen gas was collected. The volume of one 
mole of any gas at room temperature and pressure is 24.0 dm3. 

 How many moles of oxygen is 95.0 cm3? Give your answer to 3 significant 
figures.

C

Tip
Remember that 
moles of gas 

( )volume of gas cm
24

3

=
 

Reporting calculations to an appropriate 
number of significant figures
When combining measurements with different degrees of accuracy and 
precision, the accuracy of the final answer can be no greater than the least 
accurate measurement. So, when measurements are multiplied or divided, 
the answer can contain no more significant figures than the least accurate 
measurement. You may be asked to ‘give your answer to the appropriate 
precision or appropriate number of significant figures’.
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1 Calculate the value of ××1.84 2.3

3.02
. Give your answer to the appropriate precision.

 Step 1 Using a calculator, the value is 1.401 324 5.

 Step 2 Write down the number of significant figures in each measurement.

Measurement Number of significant figures
1.84 3
2.3 2
3.02 3

 From the table you can see that the least accurate measurement is 2.3, which has 2 significant figures. 
Hence, your answer should be rounded to 2 significant figures.

 1.401 324 5 rounds to 1.4 (to 2 s.f.)

A

 Guided question
1 In a titration 20.5 cm3 of 0.25 mol dm−3 sodium hydroxide solution reacts with 1.2 mol dm−3 

hydrochloric acid.

NaOH + HCl → NaCl + H2O

 Calculate the volume of hydrochloric acid required to neutralise the sodium hydroxide solution. 
Give your answer to the appropriate number of significant figures.

 Step 1 Write down the number of significant figures in each measurement in the table.

Measurement Number of significant figures
20.5 cm3

0.25 mol/dm3

1.2 mol/dm3

 Step 2 Write down how many significant figures there are in the least accurate measurement.

 

 Step 3 Calculate the number of moles of sodium hydroxide.

moles NaOH volume conc.
1000

20.5 0.25
1000

= × = × =

 Step 4 Use the ratio from the balanced equation (1 : 1) to write down the moles of HCl.

 

 Step 5 Calculate the volume of HCl.

volume moles 1000
conc.

= ×  

 

 Step 6 Round your answer to the same number of significant figures as the least accurate measurement.

 

B
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 »  How to write extended responses
Some questions on your Chemistry GCSE exam papers are extended response 
questions. These questions provide an opportunity for you to demonstrate your 
ability to construct and develop a sustained line of reasoning. In addition to 
assessing your knowledge or understanding of a Chemistry topic, they will also 
assess the quality of your written communication – in other words, your ability 
to write a logical answer with all points arranged in a sensible order.

Extended response questions are usually six-mark questions (although they can 
be anywhere between four and six) and may be indicated on your examination 
paper. Some boards insert a phrase similar to ‘in this question part, quality of 
written communication will be assessed’ or ‘QER’, which stands for ‘quality of 
extended response’, or the question may be simply marked with an asterisk (*).

Approaching an extended response question
When answering extended response questions, you need to:

l ensure that your writing is legible, and spelling, punctuation and grammar are 
accurate,

l organise your points clearly and logically using specialist scientific vocabulary 
where appropriate,

l ensure that the information you give is relevant.

Before starting your answer, it is useful to read the question carefully and ask 
yourself the following question.

What is the question asking?
In questions, command words are those words that tell you what the question 
is asking and what you need to do. These are words such as Evaluate, Describe, 
Explain and Compare. The command words that you need to be familiar with 
are given in the appendix on page 123.

After reading the extended response question, the first thing you should do is 
underline the command word and think about what it means because it will tell 
you what the question is asking. After underlining the command word, read the 
question again and circle any words that tell you the topic that is being tested 
and any other key terms.

For example, to answer the question ‘Compare the isotopes of Lithium 6Li and 
7Li’, you would:

l Underline the command word ‘Compare’ and work out what this command 
word means. In this case, it wants you to describe similarities and differences.

l Then you should circle the words ‘isotope’ as this is the topic being tested, 
you would also circle the key terms ‘6Li and 7Li’, which tell you which specific 
examples need to be included.

‘Compare the isotopes of Lithium 6Li and 7Li.’

Tip
You may not directly 
lose marks because 
of inaccurate spelling, 
punctuation and 
grammar, but if your 
answer is difficult to 
understand, then this 
could cost you marks.

Tip
Look at a past paper 
for your examination 
board and check you 
can recognise the 
extended response 
questions.

Key term
Command word: An 
instructional term that tells 
you what the question is 
asking you to do. ‘Describe’ 
and ‘Explain’ are two 
examples of command 
words.
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Having thought about what the question is asking, you should then plan your 
answer.

How to plan your answer
If you do not plan your answer, there is a temptation to write down everything 
you know about the topic, which means you will include many irrelevant 
details. Remember that the quality of your response and how well you answer 
the question is being assessed in this style of question, not how much you can 
write. It is wise, therefore, to take the time to plan your answer rather than 
rushing straight into it.

First, think about the topic as a whole and decide what parts of your knowledge 
are relevant to the question. Then, consider how to structure your answer by 
putting the relevant points in a logical order.

For example, to answer the question ‘Compare the isotopes of Lithium 6Li and 7Li’, 
the command word tells you to ‘Compare’. You would do this by describing the 
similarities and differences of the specific examples of lithium given in the question. 
You could plan an answer in various ways, but three possibilities are outlined here.

1 Using a table
The command word is ‘Compare’, so a simple table showing the similarities and 
differences of the lithium isotopes may be useful.

Table 2.1

Same 6Li 7Li Different 6Li 7Li
Number of protons 3 3 Number of neutrons 3 4
Atomic number 3 3 Mass number 6 7
Number of electrons 3 3
Electronic configuration 2,1 2,1
Reactions (same number of electrons in outer shell)

You can decide on the order you will cover your ideas – numbering the points 
in your table may help do this. Then, when you write your answer, crossing off 
each idea in the table once you have written about it will help you keep track.

2 Using a diagram
For this method, write down the key words you need to include and then add 
details about lithium, as shown in Figure 2.1. Circle each key word and classify it 
as a similarity or a difference.

protons

same

6Li = 3 7Li = 3

electrons

same
2, 1 2, 1

6Li = 3 7Li = 3

neutrons

different

6Li = 3 7Li = 4

atomic
number

same

mass
number

6Li = 3 7Li = 3

different

6Li = 6 7Li = 7

▲  Figure 2.1 Using a diagram to plan an extended response answer
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idea. When you write your answer, cross out each key word after you have 
written about it.

3 Using bullet points
This method involves making short notes of what you will cover in your answer. 
The list format means it’s easy to check through it quickly and you can also 
number the order you will cover each point. For example, for the isotopes 
question on page 48, you may write the following bullets:

l Things that are the same:

– atomic number (3)

– protons (3)

– one electron in the outer shell

– and will react in the same way.

l Things that are different:

– mass number (6 and 7)

– neutrons (3 and 4).

When writing your answer, you will need to make sure these notes are rewritten 
as continuous prose, linking your ideas in a logical way.

How to check your answer
For extended response questions you should read through your answer to  
check that:

l you have answered what the command word in the question asked for,
l you have used the examples or information you were asked to use,
l your spelling, punctuation and grammar is correct.

In extended response questions, correct spelling of key scientific words is 
important. There is a huge number of specific chemical words in an exam board 
specification, but it is a good idea to learn to spell the ones given in Table 2.2 – 
they are those that are most commonly spelt incorrectly.

Table 2.2 Correct spelling of some important chemical words.

activation energy alkali burette
catalyst collision corrosion
covalent crystal delocalised
distillation hydrochloric molecule
neutralisation neutrons nucleus
phytomining pipette polymerisation
precipitate solution sulfuric

Punctuation is also important. You should ensure that you use capital letters at 
the beginning of each sentence and a full stop at the end.

How to do well in extended response questions
To fully understand how to successfully answer an extended response question 
it is useful to look at how such questions are marked – they are marked 
differently from other questions on an exam paper and you will note that mark 

Tip
In extended response 
questions you should 
only use bullet points 
for your plan. Use 
complete sentences 
when writing out your 
actual answer.

Tip
If you are asked to 
write an extended 
response answer, 
remember the steps 
using this acronym: 
CPWC – command 
word, plan, write, 
check.
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3 Working scientifically
Working scientifically is the sum of all the activities that scientists do, and it 
includes several different skills that you need to develop during your study of 
GCSE Chemistry. These skills fall broadly into four main strands:

1 Development of scientific thinking

2 Experimental skills and strategies

3 Analysis and evaluation

4 Scientific vocabulary, quantities, units, symbols and nomenclature.

This section will just deal with the first three areas, as the fourth area – 
vocabulary, quantities, units, symbols and nomenclature – is covered in the 
Maths section of the book.

Your GCSE paper will include questions that assess all these strands and you 
should expect to see questions that:

l require knowledge of how scientists have found out what they know
l directly assess practical and enquiry skills.

 »  Selecting apparatus and 
techniques

As part of your GCSE Chemistry course, you are required to demonstrate your 
capability in using a range of apparatus and techniques (AT skills). These are 
summarised in Table 3.1. Exam questions may test your knowledge of how these 
AT skills can be applied to your studies.

Table 3.1 GCSE Chemistry AT skills

List of apparatus and techniques

AT1 Use of appropriate apparatus to make and record a range of measurements accurately, including mass, time, 
temperature and volume of liquids and gases. See pages 65–66 for more information on this skill.

AT2 Safe use of appropriate heating devices and techniques, including use of a Bunsen burner and a water bath or 
electric heater.

To show that you can safely use heating devices you should be aware that some chemicals are flammable and 
so a flameless method is used to heat them. Instead of using a Bunsen burner directly, a hot water bath or an 
electric heating mantle are used.

boiling tube

water

flammable
liquid
(ethanol)

flask

heating mantle

to electricity supply

▲  Figure 3.1 Flameless methods of heating
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appropriate reagents and/or techniques for the measurement of pH in different situations.

AT4 Safe use and careful handling of gases, liquids and solids, including careful mixing of reagents under controlled 
conditions, using appropriate apparatus to explore chemical changes and/or products.

For AT3 and 4, you will need to know the exact procedure for different experiments such as titrations, rates experiments, 
preparation and collection of gases and measuring pH using a pH probe or universal indicator paper.

AT5 Safe use of a range of equipment to purify and/or separate chemical mixtures, including evaporation, filtration, 
crystallisation, chromatography and distillation.

In addition to using different apparatus and techniques you should make sure that you can draw scientific 
diagrams (where appropriate) to show the apparatus set up for each of the following techniques shown.

water out

water inreaction
mixture

anti-bumping
granules

HEAT

still head

condenser

pear-shaped
flask

thermometer

▲  Figure 3.5 Distillation

chromatography
paper

beaker

solvent

watch glass

spot mixture

pencil line 

▲  Figure 3.4 Chromatography

solution

evaporating
basin

gauze

tripod

heatproof mat

heat

▲  Figure 3.2 Evaporation

filter funnel
filter paper

conical flask

solid (residue) collects
on filter paper

liquid (filtrate) collects
in flask

▲  Figure 3.3 Filtration

Crystallisation occurs when a saturated solution in an evaporating basin is cooled and so the solute crystallises 
out of the solution as crystals.

AT6 Making and recording of appropriate observations during chemical reactions, including changes in temperature 
and the measurement of rates of reaction by a variety of methods such as production of gas and colour change.

For this skill, you need to be able to use and draw apparatus set up as shown in Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, and 
record measurements to help you determine rate of reaction.

delivery tube gas

gas syringe

conical flask

reaction
mixture

digital stop
clock

▲  Figure 3.6 Experimental set up to measure 
reaction rate by measuring volume of gas as 
time proceeds

add dilute acid
and start timing

a cross
drawn on
the paper

sodium
thiosulfate

▲  Figure 3.7 Experimental set up to 
measure reaction rate by changing 
concentration through observation
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103.54g

digital
stop clock

cotton

conical flask

balance

reaction 
mixture

▲  Figure 3.8 Experimental set up to measure reaction rate by mass decrease

AT7 Use of appropriate apparatus and techniques to draw, set up and use electrochemical cells for separation and 
production of elements and compounds.

For the topic ‘Cells and electrolysis’, you need to recognise the symbols for a battery and a lamp, as shown in 
Figure 3.9.

tripod

heat

heatproof mat

battery
lamp

anode cathode

crucible containing
molten lead(II) bromidepipeclay

triangle

+ –

▲  Figure 3.9

AT8 Use of appropriate qualitative reagents and techniques to analyse and identify unknown samples or products, 
including gas tests, flame tests, precipitation reactions, and the determination of concentrations of strong acids and 
strong alkalis.

For this skill, you will need to be able to:
● describe how to test for gases such as hydrogen, carbon dioxide and oxygen,
● use a flame test to identify metal ions, e.g. potassium ions have a lilac flame test,
● describe adding nitric acid and silver nitrate to test for halide ions or nitric acid and barium chloride to test for 

sulfate ions by forming a precipitate,
● describe how to carry out a titration between an alkali and acid.

AT 1, recording measurements accurately by 
using appropriate apparatus
For this skill you need to be able to choose the correct piece of apparatus to 
measure different chemicals. Some pieces of apparatus that you need to be 
familiar with are given in Table 3.2.
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